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In scanning microscopes, like the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM),

used in contact mode, scanning begins with engaging the tip with the sample

at some contact force, which can be adjusted by the setpoint* (this is com-

mon to Digital Instruments' AFMs). It may differ for other brands. For a sys-

tem that detects the motion of the cantilever with a laser beam, the setpoint

basically gives an idea of the voltage difference between the top and bottom

photo detectors, When the tip comes into contact, the feedback circuit ad-

justs the tip deflection according to the required contact force, This is the

method commonly followed for the constant deflection method.

False engagement happens before the tip comes into contact with the

sample, if for some reason the difference between top and bottom photo

detectors during tip lowering reaches the setpoint, Because of this, the feed-

back circuit "thinks" that the tip is already in contact and begins the scan.

This can be seen either by viewing the topography image, which is perfectly

plain, or by going to the force curve mode, where the standard curve cannot

be obtained unless the tip is advanced,

In the Nanoscope III family of AFM's, it can be seen that the difference

signal of the top/bottom detector goes on increasing as the tip approaches

the sample, One reason could be that the sample is reflective, and so light is

being reflected onto the detector in such a way that as the tip is bought

closer, the setpoint is reached, even if the tip is not in contact. However, false

engagement has been seen to be more common when a cantilever of lower

stiffness is used (for example using silicon nitride cantilevers of force con-

stant 0,06 N/m while imaging silicon), This gives some reason to believe that

the cantilever is being deflected because of interatomic forces. The best

remedy for this would be to use a cantilever of higher stiffness (0.6 N/m) or if
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that's not possible, to keep the setpoint sufficiently high enough to prevent the

false engagement, This could be detrimental if the sample is soft.

To minimize damage, decrease the scan size to minimum, engage the tip

and then offset to the required scan size, scanning an area that does not include

the point of contact,

'Note:

In an AFM, the motion of the cantilever is detected by the change in the

photo diode detector signal. Typically, it consists of a four quadrant area which is

highly sensitive to the position of the light falling on it and the signal which we

use to detect vertical motion of the cantilever is the difference in signal between

the top two quadrants and the bottom two quadrants, This is denoted by a num-

ber, the setpoint, which generally ranges from -10 V to +10 V, During engaging,

when we specify the setpoint, we give a value which is slightly higher than the

current value (free air) the detector shows (because the Voltage signal increases

or becomes more positive as the cantilever deflects due to normal contact force

acting outwards from the sample). When the cantilever engages, the feedback

mechanism will adjust the cantilever deflection so that it conforms to the speci-

fied setpoint, which if higher than the free air voltage, will mean that the cantile-

ver is being deflected because of normal contact forces, Hence, in this case,

there will be normal contact force interactions between the tip and sample, •
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